Curriculum maps with Christian and school ethos links
Subject: AQA sociology
Topics and links

Year 12

Year 13

Links with values
Christian ethos and s
piritual development
opportunities

Sexey’s seven

Phase: KS5

Autumn term

Spring term

Introduction to sociology
Theoretical perspectives;
1) Structural views, Consensus or
conflict. (1,3.4.6)
2) Interpretist views (5,6)
3) Labelling views (5,6)
4) Norms and values and culture (5)
Topic 3 : Crime (all 7)
• Different perspectives on the causes
of crime.
• Different experiences of crime.
• Crime statistics as social constructs.
• Examining research methods

Topic 1 : Education (all 7)
• Difference in achievements based on
gender, class, ethnicity.
• Studies and perspectives
• Research methods and morality,
reliability, and validity.
• Methods in context
Topic 4: Beliefs in society (All 7)
• Positivism vs interpretism what is
truth?
• Civil disobedience and laws
• Religion as social control
• Religion as social disruption

Summer term
Topic 2: Families and households (all 7)
• What is a family?
• Perspectives and studies
• Policy and consequences
• Equality and gender
Revision and exam practice

Respect to acknowledge difference and be open minded enough to adapt to new perspectives.
To act with kindness to those that may challenge your opinion and viewpoint
To act with resilience when topics are challenging especially when you find disturbing views, or items which challenge your perceptions
To show forgiveness if you are upset or hurt by, for example, a comment in a discussion or from a study.
To be honest you find work challenging or feel overwhelmed with learning.
To show empathy when discussing challenging topics with peers that have differing views to one’s own.
Have Courage to show what your views are, and share experiences, is even if the topic is uncomfortable.
1. Courage: To be brave even when things are difficult.
2. Forgiveness: To not hold something against another person, to not hold grudges, to move on.
3. Honesty: To always tell the truth.
4. Kindness: To put someone else before yourself, to do something that may make someone’s day or life better.
5. Respect: Treating others as we would want to be treated ourselves.
6. Empathy: To understand how another person may be feeling.
7. Resilience: An inner strength that means you keep trying and don’t give up.

